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J&K MODI’S TRUMP CARD AMIDST THE US ELECTION
Harsh Parikh, UWSL

Since independence of the British governed 
colony into two nations that of The Republic of 
India and The Islamic republic of Pakistan, the 
state of Jammu and Kashmir has been a major 
affair into the international polity and 
governance. The first splashes of discussion over 
the subject can be traced into the debates of the 
constituent assembly and the arguments of the 
British cabinet mission, the Indian independence 
Act granted the sovereign of the princely states 
options to accede to either of the domains (i.e. 
India and Pakistan) or remain independent, post 
annexure of the princely states to the republic of 
India and that of Pakistan an interlocutory 
provision (widely known as the standstill 
agreement) was adopted by the state of J&K, 
The Indian Union and Pakistan, granting and 
independent existence to J&K for time being. 
Jinnah was determined and always had an eye 
and intention to accede Kashmir to the domain of 
Pakistan, in his last days he let the militant 
attacks on the Kashmir valley with an aim of 
acceding the state to his domain, to which 
Maharaja Hari Singh the then head of the state 
of J&K reacted by signing The Instrument of 
Accession with India making it a part of the 
Republic of India .  It was up till now a trilateral 
issue amongst the two domains and the state of 
J&K, before Jawaharlal Nehru taking the issue 
to the United Nations for its intervention for 
peaceful negotiations. 

J&K Kashmir has had since ages Economical 
and political importance in the Asian 
subcontinent, and international eco-political 
importance post integration of economies and 
markets incepted by the British and the 
American government, in pre-colonial times J&K 
was a major trade route connecting the desert 
at west with the cold mountains in the east, 
majority of trade from Iran, Afghanistan, 
Turkmenistan, and the rest of western Asia to 
china and further to Japan along the sea-route 
was conducted from this region, the state was 
an economical bridge between the west and the 
east of Asia (specially china which was on 
pinnacle of its inventions into print, textiles and 

paper amongst other commodities) it was thus 
highly revered for its strategic interests and had 
interests of many rulers from clans in china, India, 
Pakistan, Afghanistan and west and North Asian 
Nations. Post the Second World War and 
formation of the United Nations, Kashmir's 
geo-strategic and geo-political significance was 
not lost on the big powers as they positioned 
themselves in the emerging cold War game, 
diplomats and strategists were convinced of its 
intrinsic value, it touched the international 
frontiers of many nations, “ by the early 1950s the 
US realised that Kashmir should be part of its 
own sphere of influence as it became clearer that 
the Cold War was  setting in and the Soviet 
Union's presence was also growing larger each 
day in its areas of proximity. Kashmir was seen as 
one such prime target, The US was worried that 
with Russia flexing its muscles in Azerbaijan, 
Kashmir was to become the next target for the 
sheer political vacuum it offered. The growth of 
Communism in the Valley was something that 
both the Americans and Indian Prime Minister 
Jawaharlal Nehru foresaw and were concerned 
about” . 

Abrogation of Article 370 and Inclusion of 
Kashmir as an integral part of India and was on 
the BJP’s mandate since its inception, It received 
this agenda from its deceased parent The 
Bhartiya Jan Sangh the first instance for the 
same was the Satyagraha for revival of Kashmir 
led by Dr. Shyama Prasad mukherjee, which soon 
came to an end with his mysterious custodial 
death in the Srinagar jail, post that till 1977 India 



was consistently governed by the congress based 
upon the Nehru ideology that supported 
independent status of the J&K and the existence 
of Art.370 into the constitution , until 1977 when 
Morarji Desai formed the first non-Congress 
government in India, however the Kashmir issue 
was left aside considering the political instability 
that India faced till 1998, post 1998 the BJP for 
the 1st time made a government under the 
leadership of the than Prime Minister Atal Bihari 
Vajpayee, who’s government emphasised upon 
the J&K issue, and initiated efforts for the 
abrogation of Art.370 , however they were 
unable to do so owing to lack of majority in the 
house, post his lose in 2004 general election it 
was in 2014 that a full majority BJP government 
was formed under the leadership of Prime 
Minister Narendra Modi, Art.370 was BJP’s 
agenda in 2014 Election manifesto , however the 
prime minister and his government during its 
tenure remained silent upon the J&k issue, the 
government instead emphasised upon the 
internal security and border security reforms in 
the state, along with building international 
diplomatic relations, the prime minister utilised 
his office and his portfolio judiciously in 
restructuring the national executive function for 
efficiency and effectiveness.

With a landslide victory in 2019, Narendra 
Modi was re-elected as the prime minister of 
India, BJP became the 1st Non-congress party to 
have such a great number in the lower house. 
Reviving its stake upon the J&K issue (BJP’s 
agenda in 2019 election manifesto) , with weak 
Pakistan governance owing to internal 
reformation and conflicts, along with the 
announcement of the 2020 United states 
elections, it was an opportunity for the 
government to initiate its step for abrogation of 
the Art.370, The US President Donald trump over 
his tenure in last 4 years legislated upon 
pro-American policies, which up to a greater 
extent has turned against Pakistan post 9/11, the 
prime minister knew this was the right time to 
initiate a reform considering the fact that the US 
elections were approaching and united states 
government would be prudent at this time and 
refrain from entering or intervening into a war or 
any diplomatic tensions in international polity, 
especially in South-Asia with Pakistan being a 
party, for if the trump administration backs the 
Pakistan government with intervening into the 
issue, it shall hurl Anti-American policy decision 
impact upon the common American voter 
yielding higher chances for the democrats to lead 
in the upcoming elections, moreover the US



1 Article 3 Of the Constitution of J&K  
2https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/politics-and-nation/when-us-fished-in-jk-troubled-w
aters/articleshow/70600479.cms?from=mdr  (Last visited 24/08/2019  16:31)
3 Dr. B R Ambedkar and many members of the constituent assembly were against the concept of 
independent Kashmir and Art.370, however Nehru exercising the majority of congress in the assembly 
emphasized upon the inclusion of Art.370 citing peace and security of the region as the nations 
priority. 
4 http://cdn.narendramodi.in/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/Manifesto2014highlights.pdf (lat visited 
24/08/2019 17:25) 
⁵ Pg.12, BJP Election Manifesto 2019, BJP National Office
6https://www.businesstoday.in/current/economy-politics/no-policy-change-on-kashmir-india-pakis
tan-must-maintain-calm-says-us/story/371326.html (Last seen 24/08/2019 18:27) 

President will emphasis much upon maintaining 
regional security considering the Chinese interest 
and intervention in the region and the subject, in 
an event of war or stand off like situation the  US 
will be obliged to intervene considering its deep 
economic and political interest in the region along 
with its foreign policy with both the nations (i.e 
India and Pakistan along with its constant trade 
war with China) thus the prime minister knew that 
the regional security was assured till late 2020 
until the US election, which shall yield the Indian 
government a time of one and a half year to 
restructure and form security measures in the 
region along with designing advanced defence 
policies for the state and impose international 
diplomatic tension upon the neighbouring 

thus a bill was introduced in the Rajya Sabha for 
the abrogation of Art.370 from the Indian 
constitution, and establishment of 2 union 
territories which shall give direct administrative 
and executive control to the central government, 
the predicted results were yielded with the United 
States of America through its state department 
spokesperson Morgan Ortagus said, “ there is no 
change in the US policy on Kashmir” The US policy 
has been that Kashmir is a bilateral issue 
between India and Pakistan and it is up to the two 
countries to decide on the pace and scope of the 
talks on the issue.  Giving Pakistan a major 
setback upon its expectations of US aid. Modi’s 
trump card performed well on the table 
rendering a huge profit to India.



Marriage transaction, commonly known as dowry, is a widespread phenomenon in Gujarat.  We �nd 
that their husbands often torture wives.  We often read in newspapers that, newly married girls are 
tortured in all possible ways. The custom of dowry in Hindu marriages is a deep-seated cultural phe-
nomenon. The custom is held responsible for a number of problems perpetrated against the nation’s 
women, including dowry violence, bride burning, and wife’s murder. 

It is therefore, regarded as a social evil and has become pressing problem to be solved. Young men and 
women must come forward to put an end to these disgraceful systems. 

Today, dowry continues to be a socially accepted and rational outcome of the current marriage market. 
True progress in the elimination of the dowry system will only come through endeavors to create 
awareness among communities about the negative e�ects of dowry, through programs and govern-
ment sanctions that support education and employment for women of all ages, and through a funda-
mental change in the attitudes of people. 

Legal and other strategies must be used to eliminate both the root cause of the dowry tradition as well 
as to address its grave outward symptoms.

The Disgraceful
Custom of Dowry

Ms. Nishtha Agrawal
Assistant Professor, UWSL



Business is that economic activity which requires good rules. These include rules that 
establish and clarify property rights and reduce the costs of resolving disputes, rules 
that increase the predictability of economic interactions, and rules that protect 
contractual partners against abuse. The objective is: regulations designed to be 
efficient, to be accessible to all who need to use them, and to be simple in their 
implementation. Resolving a dispute at the courts is generally time-consuming across 
states, but it would be faster in Guwahati at 20 months compared with 4 years in 
Mumbai. Enforcing contracts is characterized by lengthy proceedings. The time needed 
to go through trial and judgment is the most burdensome among the three stages of 
the commercial dispute— service and filing, trial and judgment, and enforcement of 
judgment. Different states differ in the time taken for above. Difficulty and delay in 
insolvency cases and Simplified and effective land acquisition process is required for 
starting a business. The different interpretation and laws makes it difficult to start 
business. How can the problems be minimized:- Setting up separate commercial courts 
or establishing specialized commercial chambers in existing courts can reduce the time 
and cost of commercial contract enforcement. Strengthening administrative control 
and information technology over the litigation process and court operation will better 
equip judges and court staff to address backlogs and delays Statistical information 
helps assess court performance. Keeping statistics on the number of commercial cases 
being handled and disposed of, the clearance rate on the time to resolve cases, and the 
appeals rate allows an analysis of reform and helps guide future policies of judicial 
reforms. 

Role of Judiciary Reforms in
Strengthening Business in India 

By Dr. Malay R. Patel,
Associate Professor & Assistant Dean, 



Due to the slow judicial process, there has been a big focus on non-court dispute 
resolution in India, especially through the LokAdalat system, while in India there is a 
strong ADR tradition, and its impact on dispute resolution is minimal. Strengthening the 
ADR mechanisms can reduce court burdens and create cheaper and speedier options 
for resolving disputes. Another problem associated with easy accessibility to courts is 
that anyone can file a case against another party and get a stay order. In case the 
complaint is filed against any organization manufacturing consumer goods (for eg. 
Maggi), orders which prohibit the sale of consumer goods can potentially lead to 
financial losses, not only to that organization, but all the suppliers associated with the 
organization. Even after the ban is revoked, the reputation loss that the organization 
suffers is repairable. In such cases, while the organization may overcome the 
short-term financial losses, it becomes very difficult for the organization to overcome 
the loss of reputation in the eyes of customers, which a long term loss. Even in the case 
of Maggi, it would be very difficult for Nestle to reach the sales volumes, it had before 
the incident. Possible solution could be that for such cases, before such cases reach the 
court of law, there should be provisions that it becomes mandatory for the parties 
involved in the case to have a conciliatory meetings in the presence of an umpire 
appointed by the court, which is slightly different that arbitration. I believe this way, 
many cases could be resolved. At the same time, this will avoid unnecessary stay or ban 
being upheld against parties not guilty. At the same time, while some authority is being 
provided to the umpire in the conciliatory meetings, this will actually reduce the work 
pressure on the courts. This will eventually lead to speedy trails and quick judgment. 
Concluding this article I would like to highlight that by strengthening structural issues in 
legal discourse i.e. by making access to courts and courts procedures a more 
meaningful, intense and objectified also encouraging people to get issues and cases 
resolved by non-judicial mechanisms such as arbitration, we can certainly grow 
business multiple folds.



Human Rights (HR) no longer remain 
the sole pre-occupation of individual 
states. No culture and no particular political 
or legal tradition can claim a copyright in 
the concept of HRs or hold a patent for its 
practical application. The concept of HRs 
developed a great deal in the West via 
philosophical discourse, from which various 
theories on the basis and justification of 
notions of rights and freedoms emerged. 
The significant philosophical clothing 
apparent in modern HRs law include 
emphasis on the fundamental freedom of 
the individual reflected in the ideas of 
Grotius, John Stuart Mill and the Bentham’s 
utilitarian theory. However, some HRs can 
be traced through centuries of Asian 
thought, religion, philosophy and culture. 
For example Mahabharata and other Hindu 
texts and Buddhism attach great 
importance to the notion of freedom. The 
validity of the concept of the HRs and the 
strength of its appeal arise as result of 
synthesis of all the great moralities, various 
cultures, and diverse political and legal 
traditions. At present, we are living in an 
age where HRs have not only found a 
positive expression in national laws but 
have been embodied in International Law 
as well.

CONCEPT OF HUMAN RIGHTS
UNDER INTERNATIONAL LAW 

Dr. Sanjay Kumar Pandey
Associate Professor, UWSL

Human Rights are now a legislative 
condition of foreign aid. HRs law, as an 
important part of International Law, has 
evolved as discrete area of Public 
International law with unique characteristics. 
It focuses on protection of the individuals and 
groups against violation fundamental rights 
by states. Since the period of post World War 
II the area of HRs movement made it politically 
impossible for states to reclaim their earlier 
pretentions to absolute sovereignty in 
International Law. It appears that 
international concern over HRs began with 
the realization by the world community that 
everyman is a human being, an end in himself 
and consequently, United Nations was set up 
in 1945. Its Charter contains a few very 
general HRs provisions that member states 
are expected to respect and promote 
internationally. Three major international 
human rights instruments were passed by 
United Nations, that is, Universal 



Declaration Of Human Rights,1948 
(UDHR), International Covenant on Civil 
and Political rights,1966(ICCPR) and 
International Covenant on Economic 
,Social and Cultural Rights,1966(IESCR). 
Collectively they are known as the 
‘International Bill of Rights’. Expanding 
upon the Charter’s call for greater 
appreciation and recognition of HRs 
throughout the world, the UDHR 
specifically lists various civil, political, 
economic, social and cultural rights to be 
respected by all member states. As far as 
the different approaches to obligations in 
the ICCPR and IESCR are concerned, the 
Vienna Declaration and Programme of 
Action 1993 assert ‘all human rights are 
universal, indivisible and interdependent 
and interrelated. The international 
community must treat human rights 
globally in a fair and equal manner, on the 
same footing, and with the same 

emphasis.’ In relation to all HRs then, state 
parties have three duties: to respect, 
protect, and fulfill human rights 
obligations. In essence, an essential 
element of implementing HRs mechanisms 
worldwide is cooperation between states. 
As far as The Constitution of India is 
concerned, the core value of its 
constitutional philosophy indicated in the 
Preamble as “dignity of individual’ and 
‘unity and integrity of the nation’. The two, 
obviously, co-exist, and are not 
incompatible. The constitution guarantees 
the fundamental Rights in Part III which 
include the right of equality, right of 
freedom, Right life and personal liberty, 
right against exploitation, right to freedom 
of religion, cultural and educational rights 
and right to constitutional remedies. This is 
the protection of individual against 
invasion of their HRs.



Invocation of the Tariff of USA: 
Possible Repercussions

Dr. Akhilesh Kumar Pandey
Associate Professor, UWSL

Donald J. Trump gave his consent to force obligations of 25% on steel and 10% on 
aluminum imports through Presidential Proclamations on March 8, 2018. The ability to 
force such levies are given to the POTUS( President of The United states) under is 
segment 232 of the Trade Expansions Act, 1962 which allows the official to confine 
imports of items for national security purposes. Under this resolution, natives can 
appeal to the administration to apply import limitations and the legislature must react 
inside one year by confining imports or by giving motivations to not do as such. The 
choice depends on examinations started by the Secretary of Commerce that decide 
the impacts of imported items on the national security of the US. To decide if the import 
confinements are defended, the Secretary and the President ought to consider 
variables including national resistance prerequisites just as inspect the effect of 
imported articles on the monetary welfare of the inside economy and household 
businesses; the arrangement additionally underscores on the nearby connection of 
financial welfare to national security. The President Proclamations defended the taxes 
on the ground that the imported articles undermine the "conclusion of the household 
steel generation offices" and lessen their capacity "to meet national security creation 
necessities in a national crisis." Initially, Canada and Mexico were excluded from the 
duties; in this manner, the US proceeded to allow impermanent exceptions to the 
European Union, South Korea, Australia, Argentina, and Brazil.

Possible repercussions and way forward

Despite the fact that there is a component of self-assurance as for measures under 
Art XXI which once in a while found in some other GATT arrangement, the activity of 
assurance is as yet subject to great confidence as held by the ICJ in Djibouti v. France. 
In any case, Simon Lester has contended that the US can legitimize that its measure 
was taken in compliance with common decency since segment 232 contains a detailed 
strategy. The conjuring of Article XXI for non-financial reasons is against the 
expectation of the drafters just as the Ministerial Declaration of 1982. The measures 
have incited reactions by countries; the European Union has propelled its protect 
examination and is mulling over activity against the US, while China has forced 
overwhelming obligations on a rundown of US items. 



Further, the China-US relations have declined with a parallel debate in regards to 
US' charges on China's robbery of competitive innovations and constrained innovation 
moves. In such manner, the profoundly challenged perspectives about the extent of 
Article XXI are required to be settled by a board body to acquire clearness and to avoid 
the utilization of Article XXI for any prohibitive measure. 

Moreover, as an understanding is probably not going to be come to between the 
Parties, it could ask a contest board to govern on the duties – which for the most part 
takes around year and a half. An Airbus-Boeing contest, for instance, took over 10 
years to create a last running the show. This is would be profoundly unfortunate for 
China and the other Member States while managing the opportunity to the USA. At 
last, the judges in the WTO's question settlement procedure could decide that the 
United States should end the taxes. Washington could decline to actualize such a 
decision however would then face the likelihood of assents. 

With the contest accordingly not appearing to make a beeline for a palatable end 
for either Party, it is proposed that monetary measures could be a superior choice to 
accomplish financial welfare rather than duties.




